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NATURAL LIFTINGS OF FOLIATЮNS 
TO THE г-TÁNGENT B U N D L E 
Włodzimierz M . Mikulski 
In this paper a classification of natural liftings of foliations to the r-tangent bundle 
is given. 
0. All manifolds are assumed to be finite dimensional, Hausdorff, without bound­
ary and C°°. Mappings are assumed to be of class C°° and foliations are assumed to 
be C°° and without singularities. A foliation is identified with its class of cocycles 
or its tangent distribution. For equivalent definitions of foliations see [5]. 
From now on we fix two natural numbers n,p such that p < n. Let r > 0 be 
an integer. Suppose that for any n-dimensional manifold M and any p-dimensional 
foliation F defined on M there exists a foliation L(F) on TrM projectable (by the 
r-tangent bundle projection w : TrM —> M) onto F. According to the general theory 
of natural transformations, see [2], we introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION 0.1. A system L = {.L(.F)}* as above is called a natural lifting of foli­
ations to the r-tangent bundle if the following naturality condition is satisfied: for 
any n-manifold M, any foliation F of dimension p on M and any diffeomorphism <p 
from an n-manifold N onto an open subset of M we have L((p~1F) = (Tr(p)~1L(F)i 
where ip~xF is the inverse image of F. 
Let us remark that for any manifold M the r-tangent bundle TrM is the fibre 
bundle of r-jets at 0 of curves R -> M with the target projection IT : TrM -* M, 
°) This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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*(io7) = 7(°)- V (u> »') • a c h a r t o n M ^ then the induced chart (*~l(U)} »•"•*) on 
TM is given by 
* ' ' A ( i 5 7 ) - = ^ ( - < o - y ) ( 0 ) , 
where s = 1,..., dim(M), A = 0,..., r. If / : Af —» JV is a mapping then the induced 
mapping Tf : TM -> TN k given by T7(J57) = # ( 1 ° 7) , « e [4], [1]. 
We have the following examples cf natural liftings of foliations to the r-tangent 
bundle. 
Example 0.1. Let F b e a p-dimensional foliation on an n-manifold M. Let q = 
0,..., r. It is well-known that TqM admits a (canonically dependent on F) foliation 
T*F of dimension p(q + 1 ) projecting onto F. This foliation is defined by a cocycle 
(T*Ui, Tfi, Tig,,), where (0i, / , , gij) is a cocycle denning F. We put 
L\(F) = (*\)-\T*F), 
where irj : TM —• T*Af is the projection given by j'57 ""* Jo7* Then Lrq(F) is a 
foliation on TM of dimension p(q +1) + (r—q)n projectable onto F and the system 
£J = {£J(.F)} is a natural lifting of foliations to the r-tangent bundle. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 0.1. .Any natural lifting of foliations to the r-tangent bundle is equal to 
one of littinga ££,..., L\ described in Example 0.1 
This theorem extends the result of [3] to the case when r > 1. 
1. From now on the usual coordinates on Rn are denoted by »', the standard 
p-dimensional foliation on R" generated by ^|r, . . . , -ĝ y is denoted by Fp and the 
induced coordinates on Ta\n are denoted by » t ,A, where t = 1»—,m> A = 0,...,r. 
We shall use the following simple properties of liftings of foliations to the r-tangent 
bundle. 
Applying the naturality condition to the inclusion maps we obtain the following 
locality condition. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let £ be a natural lifting of foliations to the r-tangent bundle: Suppose 
thai Fi , F* are. two p-dimensional foliations on an n-manifold M such that F\ = F? 
on some open subset UcM. Then L(Fr) = L(F2) on *~
l(U) C TM. 
Using the locality condition and the naturality condition to the adapted charts 
we deduce the following fact. 
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LEM 1.2. Let L',L" be natural liftings of foliations to the r-tangent bundle. Suppose 
that L'(Fp) = L"(Fp). Then V = L". 
From the definitions of Lr and icr given in Example 0.1 it follows the following 
lemma. 
LEM 1.3. For any q € {0,..., r} the foliation Lr(Fp) is generated by 
- j - - - - ; (» ,A)€{ l , . . . ,p}x{0 , . . . , « } |J{ l , . . . ,n}x{g- 1 - l , . . . l r} . 
The foliation Jber(d.-J) C TTrRB is generated by 
Q^\ (», A) € {1,..., n] X {q + 1,..., r}. 
In order to prove the first part of Lemma 1.3 we observe that Fp is defined by 
the cocycle { (R W , / ,W]E»-F)} - where / : Rn —> Rn~* is the projection onto last 
n-p factors. Therefore T*FP = ker(dT*f) is generated by ^ x , where (t,A) € 
{ l , . . . ,p}x{0 , . . . ,g} . 
2. We will prove Theorem 0.1 by induction with respect to r. For r = 0 this 
theorem is trivial. The inductive step is based on the following lemmas. 
LEM 2.1. Let L bea natural lifting of foliations to the r-tangent bundle and let jr£ € 
TrRn. If Yi,...,Yi are linearly independent constant (with respect to the induced 
coordinates xx'x) vector Gelds on TrRn such that L(Fp)jr^9 the tangent distribution 
of L(Fp) at jrZ, is generated by ^lOoO^-tWoO* then L(Fp) is generated by 
.Ki,...,Yi. 
In particular, ifZ is a constant vector field on TrRn such that Z(JQ£) € L(Fp)jr^9 
then Z is an L(Fp)-vector field. 
PROOF: Let jrn € TrRn and Zi,..., Z; be linearly independent constant vector 
fields on TrRn such that L(FP)^ is generated by Zi(iSn\...,Za(j
Tn). Using the 
naturality condition with respect to the homotheties tid^n, t ^ 0, we obtain 
-**»)*<«!> = apan{Z1(i0
r(<I7)) Z,GSto))} , 
because tid*. preserves F' and tjfaUSQl)) = Tr(tid*»)(aPx(Jon))- K ' ""» ° 
then 
. - V ) j J o =span{Z1<JZ0),...,Z.<j0-0)}. 






-V),-.'- - W«(ii?) Yt(J5v)} , 
because Yi,..., Yi, Zi,..., Zs are constant. The first part of the lemma is proved. 
Now, let Y\ = Z, Yi,..., Yi be linearly independent constant vector fields on TrRn 
such that L(F*)jrt is generated by Yi(;J{), •••» ^(JoO- T n e n £ C F P ) i s generated by 
Yi,..., Yi. Hence Z is an L(FP)-vector field. • 
LEM 2.2. Let L be a natural lifting of foliations to the r-tangent bundle. Then 
ker(dxr--1)r\Lr(F')cL(F>). 
If additionally Uf) - Lrr(F*) -4 0, then 
M<frr r - i )Cl(F>) . 
PROOF: By the definition of liftings we have 
d*(L(Fp).) = F> = *pan(-£-(0), A(0)) , 
where a = jj(r - • re„) € TrRn, e,- = (0,...,1,...,0) € Rn, 1 in j position. Of 
course, dir(-^j(a)) = ^-(O). Then for any i G {l,.. . ,p} there exists a vector 
Yi € ker(da*) C TaT
rRn such that 
^ { * ) + YieL(F
p).. 
By the naturality of L with respect to 
<p = (x1,...,xi-1,xi + (xnYxi,xi+1,...,xn) 
preserving germo(Fp) and a we deduce that 
dTr<e(-^(*) + Yi)eL(F')v. 
We see that 
'**«£?(rf)) = d r r ^ ( d7| r =o
l T -ior(t - T C i + t c » ) ] ) 
=£, >-*io('-v('-e. + «e,))] 
=d7|T=o
[T '"*ior(* ~*(T<r+T)C<+*en)1 
= ^ a ) + ^ a ) -
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On the other hand, since jr(p = id, then T£(p = id, and then dTr(p(Yi) = YJ as Yi is 
generated by a curve in T0
rRn. Hence Q^(?) € L(Fp)<y. Now, by Lemma 2.2 ^ 7 
is an L(FP)~vector field. The first part of the lemma is proved because of Lemma 
1.3. 
It remains to prove the second part of the lemma. By Lemmas 2.1, 1.3 and the 
first part of Lemma 2.2 there exist A € {l , . . . ,r} , t € {p + l, . . . ,n} and a constant 
L(Fp)-vector field Y on TrRn of the form 
' - - = + E °» 
0»6-4 
where J4 = {p + 1,..., n} x {A,..., r} — {(*, A)} and ajtll € R. Consider the following 
two cases. 
(I) n — p > 2. Then without loss of generality we can assume that i jt= n. Consider 
g € { l , . . . 9 n } . By the naturality condition with respect to 
'l> = (x1 ««-1,««.f*'(«")r-A.«rf1.-.*") 
preserving germo(Fp) and a we get 
dr^(Y(a)) € HF>)>. 
We see that 
d r ^ ( a i ( < T ) ) =dTr^wJ
T - #(* -* T'"c>+*e»)l) 
=J:|rJ
T^or('^(^+'e»))] 
= i _o[r -> io
r(< - «}T<"tr-Ae, + <e„ + r f e , ) ] 
J j f c W . i- O' . /0€A 
l ^ r ( » ) + a ^ W . if 0 » = (*',*) 
i.e. drrV>(r(<r)) = y(a) + --£-(<r). Hence --^-(ff) € L(F*)0. Now, by Lemma 2.1 
--£-- is an Z(Fp)-vector field. The lemma in this case is proved because of Lemma 
1.3. 
(II) n — p = 1. By the naturality condition with respect to 
r, = («-,...,«—-.«" + («»Y-*+-) 
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preserving germo(Fp) we get 
»tГiKУ(»т)) €£(")->-<-)• 
We see that 
= é , „Ir - » ж * -»rìт ł Џ e n + ť e»))J 
CІT | т = 0 
=4- i r -»л(* - т í " e » + * c » + ( т ť " + * ) r - A + l e » ) i 
aт | r=o 
--T- [r-*Іo г (*-т*"e n + ť c „ + ť
r - л + 1 e n + aт |т=o 
( г - A + l )ť r - л тťfc n + ...)] 
= - f l т "»Ж* - т*"c» + *c» + *Г_A+1 c » + aт |т=o 
( r - A + l)ť r-лтť"cn)] 
J ă ^ í Э Д , if /.>A 
(»'-A + l ) 5 - | т (T
r
ł , (a ) ) + --Д--(Г
r
t7(ťт)), if f i - A 
i.e. dTr»7(y(cT)) = r(T
r»7(<7)) + (r - A + 1 ) ^ ( 1 * r , ( < r ) ) . Hence 
^ ( T ^ ^ F ' ) - ^ , ) . 
Now, by Lemma 2.1 ^ r j s g^ X(F
P)-vector field. Reminding the first part of this 
lemma and Lemma 1.3 we can finish the proof, a 
3. We are now in position to make the inductive step. Let L be a natural lifting 
of foliations to the r-tangent bundle. From Lemma'2.1 we deduce that there exist 
linearly independent constant (with respect to the induced coordinates) vector fields 
Yu..., Ya on T
r R n such that L(FP) is generated by Yi,..., Ya. 
Suppose that r > 1. Since any constant vector field on T r R n is nr-i-conjugate 
with a constant vector field on T r - 1 R n , then L(FP) is izr_1 -conjugate with a fo­
liation L(Fp) on r r~ 1R n, i.e. ^ ^ ( / . ( . P * ) ) = L(FP). Hence, by the naturality 
condition applied to the adapted charts L(F) is ^.j-conjugate with a foliation 
L(F) on Tr~1M for any p-foliation F on an n-manifold M. Of course, the system 
L = {L(F)} is a natural lifting of .foliations to the r — 1-tangent bundle. 
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By the inductive assumption L is equal to one of liftings LJ"1,..., .tj.11. If L = 
LJ-1 with q < r - 1 , then by Lemmas 2.2 and 1.3 we get L(F?) = L\(F*). Similarly, 
if L = LrrZ\, then either L(F') = L^F?) or L(.F*) = L
r(FP) because of Lemmas 
2.2 and 1.3. Now by Lemma 1.2 we complete the proof. • 
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